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In this paper the existence of weak solutions, local and global in time solutions
for small initial distribution of particles, for the three-dimensional Vlasov]
Poisson]Fokker]Planck system with measures as initial data is obtained. Also, the
uniqueness and stability for these solutions is analysed. The distribution of parti-
cles to be considered is the measures with special decay contained in Morrey
spaces. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to extend the existence theory for the three-
 .dimensional Vlasov]Poisson]Fokker]Planck VPFP equations to data
which are measures and to obtain global in time estimates of the solutions.
Since Morrey spaces for measures are appropriate for studying some
interesting singular structure of the distribution of particles, such as the
particle sheet, our interest in this paper is centred on the analysis of the
Cauchy problem associated with the VPFP system with initial data in such
spaces of measures. To our knowledge there are no results of existence in
the previous literature for the three-dimensional VPFP equations with
initial data as measure. In the framework of this problem a first result was
recently shown for the one-dimensional case by A. Majda and Y. Zheng
w x14 .
Since the VPFP system is not symmetric with respect to the variables
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mass density. The reason for this is that to conclude that the potential is in
L` we need to know certain properties of the mass density which, in
principle, is only known to be a positive Radon measure. Once we know
the potential is in L` the problem can be formulated in meaningful terms.
In the literature this question on regularity of the potential is usually
treated using the conservation of some moments for the distribution of
particles. In this paper we solve this problem assuming that the initial mass
density is contained in a suitable Morrey space of measures. The choice of
this space assures the L`-regularity of the potential. However, with this
method we can obtain only the existence of solutions locally in time or a
global existence when the data are small enough. Nevertheless, we deduce
global in time estimates and an estimate on the decay of E which are not
available previously even in the L p case. In fact, these estimates have been
used to study the asymptotic behavior of global in time solutions of the
 w x.VPFP system see 4, 5 whose existence is established in this paper at
least for small initial data.
The nonlinear VPFP system in three dimensions can be written, on 0,
. 6T = R , as
­ fdefw xL f q div Ef s q ¨ ? = f q div E y b ¨ f y sD f s 0, .  .  . .¨ x ¨ ¨­ t
1.1 .
where the force field E is given by
E s K ) r f , 1.2 .  .
and K is the gradient of the fundamental solution of the Laplacian in
 .dimension three. Here, f t, x, ¨ G 0 is the scalar distribution of particles
 .in a plasma with respect to the position and velocity, E t, x is the
 .electrostatic or gravitational vector force, and r f is the mass density of
f , i.e.,
r f t , x s u f t , x , ¨ d¨ , .  .  .H
3R
with u s "1 and where b G 0 and s ) 0 are constants which are related
w xto the collision between particles. We refer to 13 for the physical
 .meaning of this model in the case of stellar dynamics u s y1 or plasma
 .  .physics u s 1 . We consider the initial value VPFP problem for Eqs. 1.1
 .and 1.2 with initial data f .0
The VPFP system has been extensively studied in the last years: classical
w x p w xsolutions in 10, 13 , L weak solutions in 3, 12 , and the regularity for
w xweak solutions in 1, 2 . The existence of global measure solutions to VPFP
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w x w xin one space dimension is analyzed in 9, 14 . In an interesting paper 14 ,
the relationship with the two-dimensional Euler equation with vortex sheet
initial data is crucial in order to study the one-dimensional Vlasov]Poisson
w xequation. In 9 some relevant explicit solutions, which show the phenom-
ena of singularity formation in finite time, are constructed.
The consideration of measures as initial data is interesting in order to
include initial data which are relevant from a physical point of view, for
example, concentrations of the density in the plasma on a line or on a
 w x .surface see 6, 7, 11 for related phenomena in Fluid Mechanics . The
mathematical formulation of these concentration phenomena can be in-
cluded in suitable Morrey spaces.
 .Let us recall the definition of Morrey spaces. Let B a, r be the
euclidean ball of center a and radius r. A Radon measure m lies in the
Ä N .Morrey space L R if m satisfiesp
1 1
Nr p9TV m B a, r F Cr , q s 1 .  . .
p p9
Ä N .independently of a and r. L R is a Banach space endowed with thep
norm
5 5 N yN r p9 Nm s sup r TV m B a, r : a g R , r ) 0 , 4 .  .Ä  .L R .p
 . < <where 1 F p F ` and TV m s m is the total variation of the measure m.
Ä N .Note that L R is the space of Radon measures of finite total variation1
Ä N ` N .  .and L R s L R .`
Let us explain the kind of initial data that we will consider in this paper.
Ä 6 3 .  .  .Let f g L R . We define the initial density r by r A s f A = R0 1 0 0 0 ¨
Ä 3 .for all bounded Borel sets A. It is clear that r g L R .0 1
To prove the existence of a solution to our problem, as it is analyzed
Ä 3 .later, it will not be sufficient to assume r g L R because the linear0 p
 .part of 1.1 is not symmetric and is a second order degenerate parabolic
operator with respect to the velocity variables. These problems lead to
estimate functions of the form
r f x s f x y h¨ , ¨ d¨ , with h g R. 1.3 .  .  .  .Hh 0 0
3R
Ä 3 .  . .Thus, a uniform control of the L R norm of the functions r f x , forp h 0
h g R, will be necessary. Let us introduce a modified Morrey space which
Ä 3 3  .  .includes the functions such that r f x g L R , for all h g R . Leth 0 p
 .  . 6 5 5B a, r, h be the set of points x, ¨ g R satisfying x q h¨ y a F r.
Ä 6 Ä 3 .  .Assuming that f belongs to L R we can write the L R norm of0 1 p
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 .r f by means of a change of variables to obtainh 0
f x y h¨ , ¨ d¨ dx .H H 0
3 .B a , r R
s f x , ¨ d x , ¨ s TV f B a, r , h . .  .  .  . .H 0 0
 .B a , r , h
Ä 6 .Let ML R be the space of the Radon measures m such that thep
quantity
5 5 6 y3r p9 q 3m s sup r TV m B a, r , h : h g R , a g R , r ) 0 4 .  .Ä  .M L R .p
1.4 .
6 Ä 6 .  .is finite, where 1 F p F `. We will denote ML R s ML R lp p
1 6 Ä 6 .  .L R . The modified Morrey spaces, ML R , are a variation of theloc p
 6.classical Morrey spaces. Note that ML R is the space of locally inte-`
 .grable functions f whose densities r f are bounded independently0 h 0
of h.
Ä 6 6 w x.  .  .It can be proved in a standard way see 7 that ML R , ML R arep p
Ä 6 .  .Banach spaces endowed with the norm 1.4 . Moreover, if m g ML R lp
Ä 6 Ä 6 .  .  .ML R , then m g ML R , with r satisfying 1rr s 1 y u rp q urq,q r
and
1 y u u
65 5 5 5 5 56 6m F m m . 1.5 .Ä Ä ÄM L R . ML R ML R .  .r p q
Ä 6 Ä 6 .  .From now on, we will assume that f g L R l ML R , for some p0 1 p 00
 .to be specified. Set p f as maximum of the norms of f on these spaces.0 0
Let us remark that the classical hypotheses of the boundedness of some
 w x.velocity moments of the initial data see 1, 12 are replaced here by the
Ä 6 .assumption f g ML R . In the last section we will connect both hy-0 p
potheses.
Ä 6w x  ..We will denote by C 0, T , L R the space of the continuousw 1
Ä 6w x  .functions defined from 0, T on L R endowed with the weak-w1
wtopology of bounded measures. We will aim for weak solutions f g C 0,w
Ä 6x  ..T , L R of the VPFP problem, i.e., solutions in the sense of distribu-1
 . 2 N  .  .  .tions on 0, T = R of Eq. 1.1 with E given by 1.2 and f 0, ? s f .0
This definition is meaningful when we have that Ef is locally integrable on
 . 2 N0, T = R .
The main results of this paper is the following one.
THEOREM 1.1. Gi¨ en a positi¨ e measure f as initial data ¨erifying f g0 0
Ä 6 Ä 6 .  .L R l ML R , with p G 9r4, then the VPFP problem has a weak1 p 00
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w xsolution f G 0 in a time inter¨ al 0, T with T - T* satisfying:
` Ä 6 Ä 6 .   .  ..  .i f g L 0, T ; L R l ML R . Moreo¨er, f t, ? is an inte-1 p0
 x  6..grable function for any t ) 0 and f g BC 0,T , ML R , for some r ) 3r
close enough to 3.
 . ` ` 3.3.  xii If p G 3, then E g L 0, T ; L R and E g BC 0, T ,0
` 3.3. 9r2 p0 .y3r2.  x ` 3.3.L R . If p - 3, then t E g BC 0, t , L R .0
 .  .iii f t goes to f when t goes to 0 weak-w in the topology of bounded0
Ä 6w x  ..measures, in fact f belongs to C 0, T , L R .w 1
 .iv The solution f ¨erifies, for any t ) 0,
5 5 6f t , x , ¨ dx d¨ s f . . ÄH L R .0 13R
 .Here, T* depends on p f and on the constants s , b. T* s ` for small0
1r2 ` ` 3 3 ` Ä 6  . .   ..initial data with t E g L 0, `; L R and f g L 0, `; ML R .9r4
In the next section, we will study some properties of the fundamental
w xsolution of the linear equation L f s 0 and the relation of this funda-
Ä 6 .mental solution with the modified Morrey spaces ML R . In Section 3,p
we will analyze the main properties of the solutions of an approximate
sequence of problems and we obtain some important a priori estimates on
this sequence of approximate solutions. In Section 4, we will prove Theo-
rem 1.1 and we derive results of uniqueness, stability, and decreasing at
infinity of the force field. And finally, in Section 5, we will establish the
relation of the Morrey-type hypotheses with the classical hypotheses of the
boundedness of moments.
2. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION AND THE MODIFIED
MORREY SPACES
In this section we study the linear operator L in the N-dimensional
w xcase. Using the results of 1, 13 the fundamental solution of the operator
L is written as
1 y eyb t
yb tG t , x , ¨ , j , n s G t , x y j y n , ¨ y e n , 2.1 .  .0  / /b
where x, ¨ , j , n g R N, t G 0, and
1
y1 r4s .w  t , x , ¨ .0G t , x , ¨ s e , .0 N Nr24ps D t .  .
yb t1 h 2 t 1 y e . 2D t s t y h t and h t s . .  .  .2 2 bb
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w xAn explicit formula for w is developed in 13 with0
1 t 2yb s< <w t , x , ¨ s h s ¨ y e x ds. .  .H0 D t . 0
Ä 2 N . w xFor any m g L R we will denote by G m the operator1
< <w xG m t , x , ¨ s G t , x , ¨ , j , n d m j , n . 2.2 .  .  .  .H
2 NR
The next lemma contains the properties of G that will be useful in the
w xnext section. These properties have been proved in 13 .
 .LEMMA 2.1. The fundamental solution G of 1.1 ¨erifies
i G t , x , ¨ , j , n d j , n .  .  .H
2 NR
s e Nb t , H 2 N G t , x , ¨ , j , n d x , ¨ s 1. .  .R
 . Nii For any t G 0 and x, ¨ , j , n g R , we obtain the estimate
x ¨ j ny1r2< <= G t , x , ¨ , j , n F C s t G t , , , , . .  .n  /2 2 2 2
 .iii Setting
1 y eyb tt 2 yb td t s h t dt , h t s q le , .  .  .Hl l l b0
1 2y< x < r2N x s e , . Nr22p .
for any l G 0, we obtain
1 x y j y h t n .l
G t , x y l¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ s N . .H Nr2N  /2s d tR ’  .2s d t . . ll
Using these results, let us obtain, in the following lemma, the properties
w x  . pof the operator G m defined by 2.2 . Related estimates in the case of L
w xspaces have been deduced by F. Bouchut in 2 . In fact, we prove the same
w xestimate as in 4, Lemma 2 in the case of the modified Morrey spaces.
Ä 2 N Ä 2 N .  .LEMMA 2.2. If m g L R l ML R , 1 F p F q F `, and C is a1 p
constant independent of m, then the following property holds
 . .y 1r2 NrpyNrq
2 N 2 N5 5 5 5w xG m F C d t m , .Ä ÄM L R . M L R .0q p
 . .y 1r2 NrpyNrqy1r22 N 2 N5 5 5 5w x= G m F C t d t m . .Ä ÄM L R . M L R .n 0q p
w xMoreo¨er, for G m and p s q the constant C s 1.
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Proof. We prove the estimate for q s p and q s `; then, using the
 .interpolation property 1.5 , we will obtain the result for p F q F `.
Ä 2 N .For q s p we use the definition of the norm in the spaces ML R ,p
 .  .given by 1.4 , and the fundamental solution G 2.1 to have
yb t < <G t , x y j y h t n , ¨ y e n d m j , n d x , ¨ .  .  . .H H 0
2 N .B a , r , h R
yb t < <s G t , x y j y h t n , ¨ y e n d x , ¨ d m j , n , .  .  . .H H o
2 N 2.3 . .R B a , r , h
where we have applied the Fubini theorem. Making the change of vari-
 . yb tables k s x y j y h t n and l s ¨ y e n , we find
yb t < <G t , x y j y h t n , ¨ y e n d x , ¨ d m j , n .  .  . .H H 0
2 N  .R B a , r , h
< <s G t , k , l d k , l d m j , n . .  .  .H H 0
2 N yb t  . .R B ayjyh t nyhe n , r , h
Denoting by X the characteristic function of the set A and applyingA
the Fubini theorem we can obtain
< <yb tX k , l d m j , n G t , k , l d k , l .  .  .  .H H Bayjyh  t .nyhe n , r , h. 0
2 N 2 NR R
s TV m B a y k y hl , r , h t q heyb t G t , k , l d k , l . .  .  .  . . .H 0
2 NR
Ä 2 N .  .By the definition of the norm of the space ML R , given by 1.4 , wep
deduce
TV m B a y k y hl , r , h t q heyb t G t , k , l d k , l .  .  .  . . .H 0
2 NR
5 5 2 N Nr p9F m r G t , k , l d k , l . .  .ÄM L R . H 0p 2 NR
 .Then, taking into account the property i of Lemma 2.1 we deduce the
result for q s p.
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 .In the case q s ` we change variables in 2.3 to obtain
< <G t , x , ¨ , j , n d m j , n d x , ¨ .  .  .H H
2 N .B a , r , h R
< <s G t , x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ dx d m j , n .  .H H H
2 N N .R B a , r R
< <s G t , x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ d m j , n dx. .  .H H H
2 N N .B a , r R R
Ä 2 N ` N .  .Therefore, to obtain a bound in ML R is enough to bound in L R`
independently of h the following function of x,
< <G t , x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ d m j , n . .  .H H
2 N NR R
In order to do this, we use the distribution function of m and the explicit
 .expression of the integral in ¨ of G t, x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n given by Lemma 2.1
 .iii to obtain
< <G t , x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ d m j , n .  .H H
2 N NR R
1 1 2y< xyjyh  t .n < r2 s d  t .h hs TV m j , n re ) s ds. .  . 4H  /Nr2
02s d t . .h
Thus, we find
< <G t , x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ d m j , n .  .H H
2 N NR R
1 1
< <F TV m j , n r x y j y h t n .  .  .H  hNr2
02s d t . .h
1r2
- y2s d t log s ds. . . 5 /h
Ä 2 N .Since m belongs to ML R , we havep
< <G t , x y h¨ , ¨ , j , n d¨ d m j , n .  .H H
2 N NR R
1 1 Nr2 p9
2 N5 5F m y2s d t log s ds .Ä  .M L R .H hpNr2
02s d t . .h
yNr2 p yNr2 p
2 N 2 N5 5 5 5s C 2s d t m F C d t m , .  .Ä Ä . M L R . M L R .h 0p p
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 .  .where we have applied that d t F d t . Hence, the definition of the0 h
Ä 2 N .space ML R implied that`
yNr2 p
2 N 2 N5 5 5 5m F C d t m . .Ä ÄM L R . M L R .0` p
 .Then, using the interpolation property 1.5 the result is proved. The other
assertions are deduced directly using the properties of G given in Lemma
 .2.1 ii .
Let us recall a property of the Morrey spaces in relation to convolution
w xoperators. The proof of this property can be found in 7 . We write it in the
three-dimensional case.
Ä 3 Ä 3 .  .LEMMA 2.3. If r g L R l L R , 1rp q 2r3 - 1 - 1rq q 2r3,p q
` 3.3and C independent of r, then E s K ) r g L R and
2r3 y 1rq9 r 1rq y 1rp 1rp9 y 2r3 r 1rq y 1rp .  .  .  .
` 3 35 5 5 5 5 53 3E F C r r .Ä ÄL R . L R L R .  .p q
3. APPROXIMATING SEQUENCE AND A PRIORI
ESTIMATES
 .In order to obtain a weak solution we will use a linearization of Eq. 1.1
by considering the nonlinear term as a second member retarded in time. In
this way we will have a sequence of mollified problems. We use this direct
linearization instead of the classical regularization due to E. Horst and R.
w xHunze 8 because in our development it is not necessary to bound
uniformly the kinetic energy of the mollified problems to pass to the limit.
Moreover, it is not straightforward to pass to the limit with the classical
regularization of E. Horst and R. Hunze in Morrey spaces.
w . 1 6.. ` ` 3.3.Assuming that f g C 0, ` , L R and E g L 0, T ; L R , it can
 w x.  .be proved see 1 that if f is a weak solution of Eq. 1.1 , then f is a
solution of the integral equation
f t , x , ¨ s G t , x , ¨ , j , n f j , n dj dn .  .  .H 0
6R
t
q = G t y s, x , ¨ , j , n E s, j f s, j , n dj dn ds. .  .  .HH n
60 R
Moreover, it is a simple matter to verify that any solution of the integral
 .equation with the regularity of Theorem 1.1 is a weak solution of Eq. 1.1 .
Thus, we are going to consider an interative scheme to approximate the
solution of our VPFP problem via the above integral equation.
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0 0 w xDefine f by f s G f . The iterative scheme is defined, for any0
n G 0, as
f nq1 t , x , ¨ .
s G t , x , ¨ , j , n f j , n dj dn .  .H 0
6R 3.1 .
t n nq = G t y s, x , ¨ , j , n E s, j f s, j , n dj dn ds. .  .  .HH n
60 R
The next result proves that this sequence is well-defined and it provides
us with some important a priori estimates.
Firstly, let us justify the reason to choose the modified Morrey spaces.
Taking into account the properties of G in Lemma 2.1, we can express
nq1  . nq1 nq1 nq1f in a different way. From 3.1 we can write f as f s f q1
f nq1, where f nq1 and f nq1 are respectively the first and second terms in2 1 2
 .  .  nq1. .3.1 . Let h g R. Using 1.3 we can express r f t, x ash 1
r f nq1 t , x s f n t , x y h¨ , ¨ d¨ .  . . Hh 1 1
3R
s G t , x , ¨ y h¨ , j , n f j , n dj dn d¨ . .  .H H 0
3 6R R
 .By means of Lemma 2.1 iii , we can write the previous relationship as
1 xyjyh t n .hnq1r f t , x s N f j , n dj dn . .  . . Hh 1 03r26  /2s d tR ’  .2s d t . . hh
 .Finally, making the change of variables j s j y h t n , we obtainh
r f nq1 t , x . .h 1
1 x y j
s NH 3r23  /2s d tR ’  .2s d t . . hh
= f j y h t n , n dn dj . . .H 0 h
3R
 nq1. .In an analogous way, we can write r f t, x ash 2
rh f nq1 t , x . .2
yh t y s x y j .t hs = N M s, j dj ds, .HH h23  5 /2s d t y s0 R ’  .2s d t y s . . hh
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where
M s, j s En s, j y h t n f n s, j y h t n , n dn . .  .  . .  .Hh h h
3R
 nq1.Note that in order to estimate r f it will be necessary to consider theh
Ä 2 N nq1 .  .spaces ML R . In fact, even for r f , in our development we mustp 0 2
 n.  .estimate terms of the form r f defined in 1.3 .h
Ä 6 .Let us obtain the a priori estimates in the spaces ML R which assurep
 .us that the sequence 3.1 is well-defined.
 . 5 5 6THEOREM 3.1. If p f denotes the maximum of f andÄM L R .0 0 p0
5 5 6f up to a multiplicati¨ e constant, with p G 9r4, then the followingÄL R .0 01
 .estimates are ¨erified for any t which belongs to 0, T* :
5 n 5 6 6f t , ? F Cp f . 3.2 .  .  .Ä ÄM L R .l L R . 0p 10
5 n 5 3 3 3r2y9r2 p0 .If p F 3, then E t , ? F Cp f t . 3.3 .  .  .L`R .0 0
5 n 5 ` 3 3If p G 3, then E t , ? F Cp f . 3.4 .  .  .L R .0 0
 .T* depends on p f and on the constants s and b. T* s ` for small initial0
 .data when p s 9r4. C is a constant independent of n and p f .0 0
` 3.3Proof. We will use Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 to estimate the L R norm
of the field E. We consider first the case p F 3. With this aim we choose0
 .a number q between 3r2 and 3 such that q - p - 2 q. Then, using 3.1 ,0
5 n .5 6we will derive certain estimates for f t, ? , with p s q, 2 q, p ,ÄM L R . 0p
5 nand 1. The last part of the proof is devoted to show that the norms f t,
.5 6 5 n .5 ` 3 3? and E t, ? remain bounded in a certain time intervalÄM L R . L R .p0 .0, T* .
Ä 3 n .  . .Using Lemma 2.3 and the fact that the L R norm of r f t, ? isp
Ä 6 n .  .bounded by the ML R norm of f t, ? , we obtain, for u s 2 qr3, thep
estimate
u y 1 2 y un n n
` 3 35 5 5 5 5 56 6E t , ? F C f t , ? f t , ? . 3.5 .  .  .  .Ä ÄL R . ML R ML R .  .q 2 q
nq1  .Lemma 2.2 and the expression of f , given by 3.1 , allow us to find1
 .3r4 qy3r2 pnq1 06 65 5 5 5f t , ? F C d t f . .  .Ä ÄM L R . M L R .1 0 02 q po
nq1  .To estimate f , which is defined by 3.1 , we use Lemma 2.2 again2
with the operator = G to obtain¨
t y1r2nq1 n n6 65 5 5 5f t , ? F C t y s E f s, ? ds. .  .  .Ä ÄM L R . H M L R .2 p p
0
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From this inequality, it is a simple matter to deduce that
t y1r2nq1 65 5f t , ? F C t y s .  .ÄM L R . H2 p
0 3.6 .
n n6 ` 3 35 5 5 5max f t , ? E t , ? ds. .  .Ä 4M L R . L R .p
0FtFT
 .  .Inequality 3.6 is verified for all 1 F p F `. Combining 3.6 and Lemma
2.2 we can obtain the following estimates for p s p , q, and 1,0
5 nq1 5 6 5 5 6f t , ? F f . Ä ÄM L R . M L R .0p p
t y1r2qC t y s .H
0
5 n 5 6 5 n 5 ` 3 3= max f t , ? E t , ? ds, .  .Ä 4M L R . L R .p
0FtFT
 .3r4 qy3r2 pnq1 06 65 5 5 5f t , ? F C d t f .  .Ä ÄM L R . M L R .0 02 q p0
t y1r2q C t y s .H
0
5 n 5 6 5 n 5 ` 3 3= max f t , ? E t , ? ds. .  .Ä 4M L R . L R .2 q
0FtFT
 . 5 5 6Note that, due to the interpolation property 1.5 , f is boundedÄM L R .0 q
for 1 - q - p .0
0 5 5 6 n  n . 4Set K s f , K s max K t , 0 F t F T withÄM L R .p 0 p pp
 .3r2 p y3r2 pn n 065 5K t s f t , ? d t , for p ) p .  .  .ÄM L R .p 0 0p
and
n 5 n 5 6K t s f t , ? , for p F p . .  . ÄM L R .p 0p
We can rewrite the above estimates in the following way
t  . .y1r2 3r4 qy3r2 p 2yunq1 0 0K t F K q C t y s d s .  .  .Hp p 00 0
0
uy1 2yun n n= ds K K K ,p q 2 q0
t  . .y1r2 3r4 qy3r2 p 2yunq1 0 0K t F K q C t y s d s .  .  .H1 1 0
0
uy1 2yun n n= ds K K K ,1 q 2 q
t  . .y1r2 3r4 qy3r2 p 2yunq1 0 0K t F K q C t y s d s .  .  .Hq q 0
0
u 2yun n= ds K K ,q 2 q
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and
t .  . .y1r23r2 p y3r4 q 3r4 qy3r2 p 3yunq1 o 0 0K t F K q C d t t y s d s .  .  .  .H2 q p 0 0o
0
uy1 3yun n= ds K K .q 2 q
 .Let B a, b be the beta function defined by
t ay1 by1B a, b s t y s s ds. .  .H
0
 .  . aqby1  .It is known that if a, b ) 0, then B a, b s C a, b t , where C a, b
 .is a constant which depends on a and b. Using that d t has a behavior in0
0 of order t 3, it is easy to deduce, for any a ) 0 and 3c q 1 ) 0, that
t cay1t y s d s ds F CB a, 3c q 1 . .  .  .H 0
0
Thus, if we assume that
9 9 9 9
1q y 2yu ) 0 and 1q y 3yu )0, .  . /  /4q 2 p 4q 2 p0 0
the above beta functions converge. It can be easily verified that for
p ) 9r4 and chosen q close enough to 3r2 these estimates are verified.0
If we set
1 9 9
B s max B , 1 q y 2 y u , .0 F t F T   / /2 4q 2 p0
1 9 9 .3r2 p y3r4 q0d t B , 1 q y 3 y u .  .0 5 / /2 4q 2 p0
n  n n n n 4 nq1  . w n x2and K s max K , K , K , K , then K F p f q CB K .p 1 q 2 q 00
Now, let us denote by K the supremum of all the K n for every n. Thus,
k F p f q CB K 2 . 3.7 .  .0
 .Therefore, taking p f F 1r4CB we find0
1r21 y 1 y 4CBp f 1 . .0
K F s l - . 3.8 .
2CB 2CB
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 .  .  . nThen, estimate 3.2 is proved. Using 3.5 , 3.2 , and the definition of K2 q
we an obtain
 . .3r4 qy3r2 p 2yun 0
` 3 35 5E t , ? F d t 2p f . .  .  .L R . 0 0
 .Taking into account the behavior of d t at zero and getting q ª 3r2,0
the estimate on E is proved. This completes the proof in the case p F 3.0
 .  .If p ) 3, the proof can be derived from 3.5 , 3.6 , and from the0
 .  .interpolation property 1.5 . In this way, we obtain the estimate K F p f0
1r2 2  . 1r2q CT K . Then, for p f F 1r4CT the proof is completed analo-0
gously.
Let us make a similar study in the case p s 9r4. Since the steps of the0
proof are basically the same as above, we only sketch the proof. In order to
3  .simplify the proof we can write t instead of d t without loss of0
generality. Set q between 9r4 and 3, then 4qr3 takes its values between 3
and 4. Using Lemma 2.3 we obtain, for a s 4qr3 y 3, that
5 n 5 ` 3 3 5 n 5 a 6 5 n 51ya 6E t , ? F C f t , ? f t , ? . 3.9 .  .  .  .Ä ÄL R . M L R . M L R .q 4 q r3
Using Lemma 2.2 we obtain
5 nq1 5 6 27r8 qy2. 5 5 6f t , ? F Ct f . Ä ÄM L R . M L R .04 q r3 9r4
t  . .y1r2y 9r2 1rry3r4 qq C t y s max .H 0 Ft F T
0
5 n 5 6 5 n 5 ` 3 3= f t , ? E t , ? ds, .  .Ä 4M L R . L R .r
 .where r F 4qr3. The interpolation property 1.5 allows us to deduce
a
X 1 y a 9n n n6 65 5 5 5 5 5 6f t , ? F f t , ? f t , ? , .  .  .Ä Ä ÄM L R . M L R . ML R .r 9r4 4q r3
where a 9 is given by
4a 9 3 1 y a 9 1 .
q s .
9 4q r
Using the above estimates, the notation stated above, and taking into
account the equalities
27 9
y 2 1 y a 9 s y 2 . /8q 2 r
9 27 1
and 1 q y 2 a q y 2 1 y a s , . /  /2 q 8q 2
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we can rewrite the above estimates in the following way
1 1 a 1yanq1 n n nK t F p f q C B , K K K , .  .9r4 0 9r4 q 4 qr3 /2 2
1 3 9 1qa 1yanq1 2y9r2 q. n nK t F p f q C t B ,y q K K , .  .q 0 q 4 qr3 /2 2 2 q
and
1 27 9 3 9
nq1 2y27r8 q.K t F p f q Ct B q y ,y q .  .4 qr3 0  /2 8q 2 r 2 2 r
aa 9 2yaya 9n n n= K K K .9r4 q 4 qr3
Thus, if we assume that
3 9 1 27 9 3 9
y q ) 0, q y ) 0, and y q ) 0,
2 2 q 2 8q 2 r 2 2 r
the above beta functions converge. For q fixed, it can be easily verified
that, for 36r13 - r - 3, the above estimates hold. Set
1 1 1 3 9
2y9r2 q. 2y27r8 q.B T s max B , , t B , y q , t .   /  /2 2 2 2 2 q
1 27 9 3 9
=B q y , y q , 0 F t F T 5 /2 8q 2 r 2 2 r
 n n n 4and K s max K , K , K . Now, using the definition of the beta9r4 q 4 qr3
 .function, it is straightforward to deduce that B T does not depend on T ,
 .  .i.e., B T is a constant B T s B depending on q and r. Therefore, we
 . 2  .find K F p f q CB K which is the same equation as 3.7 . Thus, for0
 .small initial data, i.e., p f F 1r4CB, we obtain a global in time estimate0
 .  . .with p s 9r4. Since 1 q 9r2 q y 2 a q 27r8q y 2 1 y a s 1r2, we0
y1r2
` 3 35  .5  .finally deduce, for any t ) 0, E t, ? F C t p f .L R . 0
 .The last result implies that the sequence defined by 3.1 is well-defined
under the regularity of the initial data which have been assumed in our
 .main result Theorem 1.1 . Moreover, we can obtain better properties of
the sequence of modified densities f n and force fields En using the
 w x.smoothing effect of the operator L see 2 and the existence properties of
 w x.the linear equation see 13 . However, the bounds are not independent of
n. The next proposition is an easy consequence of these results. Let us
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 n. .denote by S f t the quantityp
n 5 n 5 p 3S f t s max r f t , ? , h G 0 , 4 .  .  .  . L R .p h
for any 1 F p F ` and t ) 0.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that f ¨erifies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.0
The functions f n and En ha¨e the following regularity properties:
 . n 1  . 2  . 6i f is C respect to t, x and C with respect to ¨ on 0, ` = R .
n w x 6Moreo¨er, f and their deri¨ ati¨ es are bounded on e , T = R with 0 - e -
nq1  n . n n  . 1 ` 6..T - `, they ¨erify Lf s y E = f , and f g C 0, ` , L l L R .¨
 .  n . . w xii S f t is bounded on e , T with 0 - e - T - `, for any t ) 0,p
1 F p F `.
 . n w x 1, ` 6..iii E g C e , T , W R with 0 - e - T - `.
 .iv The total mass of the system is preserved, for any t ) 0, that is,
5 n 5 1 6 5 5 6f t , ? s f . . L R . M R .0
The next section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1
4. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND STABILITY
OF SOLUTIONS
 n4  n4Firstly, let us prove that f , E are Cauchy sequences in suitable
spaces.
LEMMA 4.1. The following statements are ¨erified:
n ` Ä 6 .  4   .i f is a Cauchy sequence in the space L 0, T ; L R l1
Ä 6 ..ML R .p0
 .  9r2 p0y3 r2. n4 `ii The sequence t E is a Cauchy sequence in L 0, T ;
` 3.3.L R , for p - 3.0
 .  n4 ` ` 3.3.iii E is a Cauchy sequence in L 0, T ; L R , for p G 3.0
 .  n4  x 1 6.  6..iv f is a Cauchy sequence in BC 0, T , L R l ML R andp0
 x  6..also in the space BC 0, T , ML R , with r ) 3 close enough to 3.r
 .  n4  x  3.3.v E is a Cauchy sequence in the space BC 0, T , C R .
Proof. Let us use the notation and techniques introduced in Theorem
3.1. We consider the difference f nq1 y f n in the norm of the spaces
Ä 6 .ML R for p s p , q, 2 q, and 1. We can estimate these norms asp 0
5 nq1 n 5 6f y f t , ? . Ä . M L R .p
t y1r2 n n ny1 ny1 65 5F C t y s E f s, ? y E f s, ? ds. .  .  .  . Ä .H M L R .p
0
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 n ny1. .Now, introducing the term E f s, ? in the above expression we
deduce
5 nq1 n 5 6f y f t , ? . Ä . M L R .p
t y1r2F C t y s max .H 0 Ft F T
0
5 n ny1 5 6 5 n 5 3 3= f y f t , ? E t , ? ds .  .Ä . 4M L R . L`R .p
t y1r2qC s t y s max . .H 0 Ft F T
0
5 ny1 5 6 5 n ny1 5 ` 3 3= f t , ? E y E t , ? ds. .  .  .Ä 4M L R . L R .p
Following a similar reasoning as in Theorem 3.1, we set
n 5 nq1 n 5 6 n nJ t s f y f t , ? , J s max J t , 0 F t F T , .  .  .Ä  4 . M L R .p p pp
J n t s max J n t , J n t , J n t , J n t and .  .  .  .  . 4p 1 q 2 q0
J n s max J n t , 0 F t F T . 4 .
Then, applying the same steps as in Theorem 3.1, we have
J n F 2C B K J ny1. 4.1 .
n  .ny1 1Iterating the previous bound we obtain J F 2CBK J . Therefore,
 .using 3.8 the lemma is proved.
Now, we can finish the proof of the main result, Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us prove that the limits of these sequences,
denoted by E and f , respectively, are a weak solution of the VPFP
 .problem and a solution of the integral equation 3.1 .
n ` Ä 6 Ä 6 4   .  ..Since f converges to f in L 0, T ; L R l ML R we deduce1 p0n ` Ä 3 Ä 3  .4  .   .  ..that r f converges to r f in L 0, T ; L R l L R . Using1 p0
Lemma 2.2 and the arguments of Theorem 3.1 we can obtain that the
  n.4  n4  . ` 3.3sequence K ) r f s E converges to K ) r f in L R , for every
 .t ) 0. Thus, E s K ) r f .
nq1  .Since f is a solution of the integral equation 3.1 , similar arguments
as those done in Lemma 4.1 imply that the integral formula is verified by
the solution f , i.e.,
f t , x , ¨ s G t , x , ¨ , j , n f j , n dj dn .  .  .H 0
6R
t
q = G t y s, x , ¨ , j , n E s, j f s, j , n dj dn ds. .  .  .HH ¨
60 R
As a consequence, f is a weak solution of the VPFP problem.
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 .Finally, we must prove that f t goes to f when t goes to 0 weak-w in0
 .the space of bounded measures. Using 3.1 and the fact that G is the
 .  .fundamental solution of the linear part of 1.1 we obtain that f t
converges to f in the distribution topology. This fact and the bounded-0
Ä 6 .  .  .ness of f t in L R ensure us that f t goes to f , when t goes to 0, in1 0
the weak-w topology of bounded measures.
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.1, we have to show that f is positive.
This is a consequence of the properties of corresponding linear problem
 w x.see 1 and a density argument in the weak-w topology of bounded
measures.
Remark 1. Reiterating k times the same estimates than in Theorem 3.1,
it can be proved easily that the solution which has been obtained exists,
 .with our arguments, at least in the interval 0, T* with
`1 yn2 p r4 p y9.0 0T* s 2 . . .2 p r 4 p y90 04Cp f . . ns10
Note that due to the regularity deduced in Theorem 1.1 and a similar
reasoning, applied to the difference between two solutions of the VPFP
system, as in Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1, we can deduce the uniqueness
of solution for this problem. Moreover, we can prove the following result
of stability which includes the uniqueness as a particular case.
Ä Ä 6 Ä 6 .  .COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that f , f g L R l ML R , with p G0 0 1 p 00Ä  .9r4. If f and f are solutions of the integral equation 3.1 with initial data f0
Äand f which ¨erify the regularity of Theorem 1.1, then there exists a time0
 .  .inter¨ al 0, T* such that for any t g 0, T* we ha¨e
Ä Ä65 5f t , ? y f t , ? F Cp f y f , .  . Ä  .L R . 0 01
Ä Ä65 5f t , ? y f t , ? F Cp f y f . .  . Ä  .M L R . 0 0p0
Ä Ä y9 r2 p0y3 r2.` 3 35 5If p F 3, then E t , ? y E t , ? F Cp f y f t . .  .  .L R .0 0 0
Ä Ä` 3 35 5If p G 3, then E t , ? y E t , ? F Cp f y f . .  .  .L R .0 0 0
Ä Ä .Here, p f y f is the maximum of the norms of f y f in the spaces0 0 0 0
Ä 6 Ä 6 .  .L R and ML R . T* s ` for small initial data.1 p0
We want to point out that we have obtained from Theorem 3.1 an
` 3.3estimate for the time decay of the L R norm of E.
 .COROLLARY 4.3. Assume that E, f is the weak solution of the VPFP
Ä 6 Ä 6 .  .problem with initial data f g L R l ML R , with p G 9r4, then for t0 1 p 00
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large enough we ha¨e
5 5 ` 3 3 y1r2E t , ? F Cp f t . .  .L R . 0
In the next section we are going to connect our results with the classical
hypotheses of boundedness of moments.
5. REMARKS ON GLOBAL EXISTENCE
One of the classical ideas in order to obtain global existence for this
type of equations has been to assume that some moments are bounded.
Let us study the relation between these kind of hypotheses and the
hypothesis used here, the Morrey-type hypothesis.
Firstly, we want to point out some results connecting the modified
Morrey spaces and the L p spaces. The following interpolation result is
 w x.classical see 8 .
p 3. < < k  .LEMMA 5.1. If f g L R , 1 - p F `, with f G 0, and J s ¨ f ¨ gk
1 3.L R , then
5 5 1 3 5 5 k p9r3qk p9.p 3 5 5 3r3qk p
X .
1 3f F C f J .L R . L R . L R .
The next result is a straightforward consequence of the previous one.
1 6. p 6.LEMMA 5.2. If f g L R l L R , p ) 9r4 s q , with f G 0, and0 0 0
< < k  . 1 6.  . .  .J s ¨ f x, ¨ g L R , for some k ) 3 p y 1 q y 1 r p y q , thenk 0 0 0
 . r 3.r f g L R withh 0
3 p y 1 q kp 3 q k .
r s , for p / `; r s , for p s `,
3 p y 1 q k 3 .
and
5 5 r 3 5 5 k p9r3qk p9.p 3 5 5 3r3qk p9.1 3r f F C f J , . L R . L R . L R .h 0 0 k
Ä 6 .with C independent of h. Consequently, f g ML R .0 r
As a consequence, we obtain a local existence and uniqueness result
with initial data in L p spaces.
1 6.COROLLARY 5.3. The VPFP problem with an initial data f g L R l0
p 6. < < k  . 1 .6.L R , with p ) 9r4 s q , and J s ¨ f x, ¨ g L R , for some0 k 0
 . .  ..  .k ) 3 p y 1 q y 1 r p y q , has a unique weak solution E, f in a0 0
w xtime inter¨ al 0, T , with t ) T*, which ¨erifies the properties gi¨ en in
p 6.Theorem 1.1. Moreo¨er, if the norm of f is small enough in L R , then the0
weak solution is global with the properties gi¨ en in Theorem 1.1.
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w xFinally, let us point out that Lemma 5.2, Theorem 1 in 1 , and Theorem
1.1 can be easily used to derive the following result about global existence.
1 6. ` 6.COROLLARY 5.4. If f satisfies f g L R l L R and the moments0 0
< < k  . 1 6.in ¨ are bounded until k - m, with m ) 15r4, ¨ f x, ¨ g L R , then0
 .there exists a unique solution E, f of the VPFP problem such that
w x 1 6 ` 6f g C 0, T , L R l L R and .  . .
31r2 ` 3xt E g BC 0,T , L R .  . /
 x ` 3.3.Also, E belongs to C 0, T , L R , for any T ) 0.
w xThe previous corollary complements the result in 1 in which the
boundedness of E for positive time is only proved when we assume that
the moments are bounded until order k - m, m ) 6.
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